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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
The following email was received on
the 26th October. ‘Congratulations
are in order as we are pleased to
inform you that out of 620 entrants
your magazine has come overall 10th
and Winner of the Best Print Award in
the National Parish Magazine Awards
2011. Judges were especially pleased
with your entry and described your
magazine as “A magazine with very good presentation”.’
This is the fourth time that your magazine has been in
the top ten in the country. The first time was under the
editorship of the late Brian Howes. Entrants include not
only church parishes but also local authority parishes
such as Markyate Monthly (Hertfordshire) who came first,
and Harbury & Ladbroke News (Warwickshire) who were
second. These are professionally run publications so our
10th place is no mean achievement for an amateur team.
None of our success would be possible without the
expert design work of Ranjika De Silva and the continued
support of so many contributors. This issue once again
demonstrates the eclectic nature of contributors and
articles.
Like most church-goers I have been accused of hypocrisy. I have often felt it well deserved. However, no more
so, thanks to Fr Austin’s homily in week 31 (Matthew 23
1-12) ‘ a hypocrite is not one who fails to practise what he
preaches but one who does not believe what he preaches.’ I found it comforting to know that as we struggle and
fail to do what our faith demands of us redemption does
not elude us if we continue to believe in what is right and
continue to struggle to do it.
On the international front you may recall my last editorial ended with the words “The heat wave in early spring
this year did not bring a BBQ summer and perhaps the
Arab Spring will also augur more storms ahead.” That
prediction may be coming to fruition in Egypt particularly
where the Coptic Orthodox Church, tracing its roots to
St. Mark in the first century A.D., having outlasted the
Byzantines, the Umayyads and the Ottomans, Napoleon
Bonaparte and the British Empire, may not survive the
Arab Spring as its six million faithful are in danger of
being crushed on two fronts.
First, the Egyptian Army, on the 9th of October, waded
into a peaceful demonstration against the burning of a
church in the south of the country, shooting dead 14 people and deliberately mowing demonstrators down with
armoured vehicles injuring hundreds. Secondly by the
radical fundamentalist Islamic organisation the Salafiyya
that regards all non-Muslims as ‘kafir’, unbelievers and is
determined to bring about Sharia Law not only to Egypt
but to the entire region.
The number of Christians in the Arab Spring countries
continues to diminish at an exponential rate as the Church
of the East more and more rebases itself in the West.
Recent weeks have seen media coverage of travellers’ opposition in Essex and demonstrations outside St
Paul’s Cathedral. In both cases, nobody’s life is in danger,
yet the BBC gives no coverage to a build up of Iraqi thugs
in and around Camp Ashraf in Iraq. The 3,200 Iranian
dissident residents are threatened with extermination
before December 31st on the order if their Iranian masters. Why the silence? I have asked Chris Patten that
Leon Menzies racionzer Editor
question.
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The recent Br itish Museum Exhibition:
Treasures of Heaven by Rhonda Anderson.

T

his recent exhibition at the British
Museum drew on the many reliquaries
in the museum collection and also from
other sources such as the Vatican. It
was indeed a rare opportunity to glimpse
backwards into the medieval world and church history and means of worship not familiar
to us today. The Reformation certainly changed the way we view
relics, although there is something of a resurgence of veneration as was seen during the visit
of St Therese’s relics to England
in 2009. In fact there was a
little display about that at the
end of the exhibition. When
they were here I went to see
them, as my second name
is Therese and probably
like many Catholics I have
read her “Autobiography of a
Saint”. I also went to Lisieux
in the 1970s and found the
whole experience very moving and other worldly. There
is something deep within us
which craves to “touch” the
holiness of the saints and
therefore feel nearer to
God. It is a fundamental
need in the human psyche
to have a material object to
hold onto, if not literally, to
remind us of those who have
gone before us and especially the famous and holy.
Tangible will always win over
abstract as we wish to experience with our senses
the presence of goodness, holiness and the divine
relics make this bridge for many believers.
The saints of yore were perhaps the celebrities of the
day, together with the aristocracy. These were the only
people who would be depicted so that the population
would know what they looked like. This again was a peg
on which to hang devotion and recognition.
Relics have an unexplainable fascination and some may
call this morbid. Indeed many relics are the body parts of
holy men and women, fingers, arms and heads which
can be a little off-putting to our 21st century sensibilities.

They have always had the reputation of being like magic
talismans, being invoked for cures of illness etc. They do
seem to be shrouded in superstition and questionable
practices. No wonder the early Christians were accused
of idol worship.
The relic which fascinated me most was the one of a
thorn from the crown of thorns. Many, if not all of these
relics, do not have a pure line provenance, so mostly their
authenticity cannot be proven. However, this does not
seem to detract from their power or appeal. You only have
to consider the Shroud of Turin as an example. Apart from
the relics themselves, they were housed in the most precious jewels and gold that could be obtained or afforded,
fitting their station as holy relics bringing the devotee
closer to God and the divine presence. The owner would
have some power from owning the relic.
Relics abounded in England as well as Europe. There
was a section about the relics and shrines preserved in
various places such as monasteries and cathedrals which
were later destroyed by the arch-vandal of history, Henry
VIII. St Thomas of Canterbury’s shrine was shown as it
would have been in its hey day. There is no doubt that
houses of prayer wanted a relic to attract the pundits. This
was a great money making scheme of a capitalist nature.
So what has changed, I hear you say! Henry wanted to
destroy the church. It was so rich and powerful and a
threat to his own power in that respect. There
was, of course, also his theological marriage
wrangle with the Pope.
Another section was on King Charles Ist,
showing how he became a martyr in
the eyes of his followers and how
people tried to capture relics
from his death. The gloves
that he wore at his execution were displayed. They
are currently in the possession of Lambeth
Palace. These days’
controversial public
figures are disposed
of in such a way that
their resting place
cannot become a
focus of pilgrimage for
their followers.
Whatever you may
think of relics, from avid
devotion to total dismissal,
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there is no doubt that they
have a certain magical quality
and deep attraction or revulsion, which defies description.
So, who sponsored this unique
exhibition? The very wealthy
American
Catholic
investment
banker
John Studzinski, in
spite of his wealth,
remains a very private
man of simple tastes.
He seems to lead an
abstemious life, not over eating or drinking, only having
salad and fish for lunch. In fact he has extended periods
when he only drinks water as a discipline. He thinks
there is no conflict between God and Mammon. He is
from a Polish Catholic family and nearly became a priest.
According to him, the rich do not give away as much as the
poor as a percentage of their income, and people need to
be educated on how to give. He says it is a matter of finding what you feel passionately about and sticking with it.
John Studzinski CBE, has received many other honours
including one from Pope John Paul II who made him a
Knight of the Order of St Gregory for humanitarian work
for the homeless.
He is a great patron of the arts and has had many musical items composed of a religious nature including Padre
Pio’s prayer, “Stay with Me, Lord”, by contemporary composer James MacMillan. His philanthropic work seems
to be well organized with tightly held purse strings,
the estimated 5 million pounds he donates
annually to charities such as Cardinal
Humes’ foundation, ‘The Passage’ is very
well monitored on a great variety of
projects. He doesn’t hold with pouring
money into a short lived project or production; he would rather see it used
for a more long-term and sustained
project.
On the arts he says, “It is part
of life, it’s part of being human,
it’s part of everything.” He therefore
deplores cuts in the arts budget.
We should be thankful to him for his
sponsorship of the Treasure of Heaven
Exhibition at the British Museum as it
was a great insight into the customs and
beliefs of medieval Christianity.
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A luxury care home
for old people and
people with dementia
“Living in comfort, dignity and
style” in a warm family atmosphere
The Care
• Long and Short term stays
• Twenty four hour professional 		
care by fully qualified and 		
experienced staff
• Physician in attendance
• A nurse call system in every room
• First class catering to meet 		
individual needs and religion
• Home entertainment and outings
• Occupational Therapy
• Visiting hairdresser, 			
physiotherapist and 			
chiropodist arranged on request
• Residents’ own furniture and 		
belongings welcome
• Residents’ visitors welcome at 		
all times
• Resident meetings and 		
questionnaires
• Own newsletter in colour and 		
annual report

The Home
• An attractive modernised 		
Edwardian home located within 		
the Woodford Green 			
conservation area close to all 		
amenities offering:
• Comfortable single bedrooms
- four with en-suite facilities
• Choice of showers or bathroom
with hoist
• Luxurious lounge and dining 		
room
• Double glazed heated 		
conservatory
• Six person lift
• Full central heating
• Satellite TV, music centre and 		
piano
• Regularly changed library 		
books
• Beautiful gardens
• Own mini bus with tail lift
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Advertisement Rates

Advertising Manager Walter Poulter
020 8504 5069 or w.poulter@ntlworld.com

Full Page £120
half page £60
one third page £40
quarter page £30
one sixth page £20
one eighth page £15

Please support our Advertisers without them In Touch would not exist. And
please mention In Touch when you contact advertisers so that they will know
that advertising in In Touch is worthwhile

Members of the National care Homes Association

UNIQUE RETREAT CENTRE SET IN THE BEAUTIFUL
COUNTRYSIDE OF BERKSHIRE
FACILITIES
Bedrooms: 29 single rooms
Chapel: to accommodate 40 persons
Dining Room: 40 persons
Lounge: 30 persons
Conference Room: lecture style, 30; board
room style, 23 and “horseshoe” shape table,16
persons.
There are coffee rooms, bathrooms, toilets and
showers on each ﬂoor.
All bedrooms are equipped with a hand basin and mirror, being comfortably warm in winter. Please bring soap,
towel and soft shoes for indoors.
There are many interesting places to visit nearby - Marlow, Henley on Thames, Winchester, Newbury (incl the
racecourse, of course!). Hire a barge for the day on the Kennet and Avon canal. Take a trip in a horse and cart
past the Middleton’s home.
The Centre is run by Father Danny, Father Tony, Sister Helen and Sister Roisin as well as a young man called
Richard who hopes to join the Franciscans. If you are interested, please telephone the Cold Ash Centre direct
on 01635 865353 for cost and availability.
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Mary Knights

The origins and history of
Mary Knights
at work on her
Christmas dishes
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CHRISTMAS FOOD AND DRINK
Many of today’s traditional Christmas
foods were customary centuries ago.
The goose for example has been a
burning of the Yule Log.
well established part of the festive
The birth of Christ was celebrated table since the middle ages. Turkey
by early Christians as a festival but did not appear on the Christmas
on dates as disparate as 1st January, table until the mid-sixteenth century,

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
THE TREE
The custom of decorating a fir tree
at Christmas probably originated in
Germany – there is evidence that in
the 17th century people decorated
small fir trees with sweets, apples,
paper roses and gold foil. But long
before this time records show the
decoration of evergreen trees in honour of a god or a festival. In northern Europe, trees were decorated
with apples and cake; at the time
of Saturnalia Romans fixed candles,
trinkets and masks of Bacchus to
pine trees. In time the fir tree became
a symbol of Christianity, hence its
popularity as a Christmas tree.
The first known Christmas tree in
Britain graced a children’s party at
court in 1821, but the real originator of the custom in this country
was Prince Albert who
included a decorated tree in the royal
Christmas decorations in 1841 and

over the next 20 years it grew in popularity. The Queen gives two trees to
St Paul’s Cathedral each year, one
of which stands outside, decorated
with lights and one of which is put
inside for the congregation to leave
gifts beneath for distribution to needy
children and the elderly. The most
famous of Britain’s Christmas trees
is that which has stood in Trafalgar
Square each year since 1946, a gift
from the grateful people of Oslo for
Britain’s aid to Norway in
the Second World War.

HOLLY
As well as its association
with the solstice festival holly is suitable for Christmas,
because with its
prickles and red berries it is associated with the crown of thorns and
Christ’s blood. It is considered a lucky
plant. In the middle ages it was said
to have healing powers, and if plant-

when it was imported from America.
It subsequently overtook goose in
popularity however, and huge flocks
of turkeys were reared in Norfolk and
Suffolk, as many as today, and driven
to London as Christmas drew near.
Vast Christmas pies were also
made in the middle ages, containing duck, capons, pigeons, blackbirds
snipe and woodcock.
As well as the meats, traditional
Christmas food included cakes, nuts,
marzipan, gingerbread and plum porridge – the forerunner of Christmas
pudding, made by boiling beef and
mutton to make a kind of thick soup
containing breadcrumbs, raisins, currants, prunes, wines and spices. It
was eaten with the first course of
Christmas dinner.
Mince pies were eaten before they

became associated with Christmas.
They date back to the time of the
Crusades, when England was introduced to oriental spices. These were
used to season minced meat and
often to disguise the fact it was not as
fresh as it could be. In the 17th century the Puritans banned Christmas celebrations and for a while mince pies
were not seen. When they came to be
made again they contained raisins,
orange and lemon peel and sugar, as
well as the previous ingredients. Over
the years the meat content disappeared and is represented today only
by the inclusion of suet
The traditional English Christmas
drink was wassail. It was made from
heated ale, roast apples, eggs, sugar
and spices and was carried from
household to household in a wooden

ed near the house or put in the
cowshed was believed to protect the
inhabitants.
Traditionally it is considered unlucky
to bring holly and other evergreens into
the house before Christmas Eve or to
leave them there after Twelfth Night.

to have magical and healing powers.

MISTLETOE
Mistletoe was a holy plant to the
Druids, who used to cut it in winter
with a golden sickle as a thanksgiving for the forthcoming spring. Like
holly, mistletoe was considered lucky,
with healing and protective powers.
Hanging mistletoe in a doorway signified goodwill to visitors, while kissing
beneath it was a pledge of friendship.
Traditionally a person has the right to
claim a kiss from anyone he or she
chooses under the mistletoe.
IVY
Ivy has always been considered a
feminine plant and the counterpart of
the robust male holly. If it grew on the
wall of a house it was said to guard
against witches. It too was considered
In Touch 2011 Issue 4

CHRISTMAS CARDS
The first formal cards were written
by 18th century school children to
take home to their parents. Written
in copperplate
on coloured
paper, they
showed how
their school
work was progressing and
wished their
parents the
compliments of the season.
In 1843 Sir Henry Cole, a civil servant,
commissioned an artist to produce a
Christmas card and sold them for a
shilling each. By then the Penny Post
was established so cards could be
sent. By 1870 the halfpenny post for
unsealed envelopes was introduced
and the sending of cards became a
firmly established tradition. Postmen
were called Robins due to their red
uniform – Robins were often shown
on the cards. The first Christmas

Please send in any recipes
of your own making that you
have enjoyed. See that the
quantities of ingredients are
clearly stated and only send
in recipes that you have tried
and tested. Submissions to
Mary Knights c/o the editor
72 Malvern Drive IG8 0JP
or email
recipes@myintouch.co.uk
bowl. Most families kept a pan of
wassail warming on the hearth ready
to serve to visitors. In the 18th century
wassail began to be replaced by punch,
containing spirits and by mulled wine,
which is very popular today.
stamp was designed in Canada in
1898.

CHRISTMAS CRACKERS
During a visit to Paris in 1846
Thomas Smith came across bon-bons
– sugared almonds wrapped in tissue
and twisted either side.
These sold very well at
Christmas but not other
times of the year. In
1850 he decided to add
a motto; as men bought
the bon-bon to give to
women the mottos were
simple love poems. In
1860 the banger was
added and the name
cracker was introduced.
The crackers were copied by other makers so
Thomas Smith replaced
the sweet with a surprise gift. In1900
the paper hat was introduced and in
1930 the love poems became jokes
and limericks.
Tom Smith crackers are still made
today.
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he holding of a midwinter celebration is much
older than the Christian
festival of Christmas. In
the days when man was totally dependent on climate and
weather conditions to grow his
food, he was greatly influenced
by seasonal changes. Almost all
the ancient peoples of the world
held a festival of the winter solstice – 22 December – when
the sun was furthest away from
the earth, to encourage and celebrate the return of the sun. But
it was the celebrations of the
Romans and the north European
peoples which had the greatest influence on producing the
Christmas we know today.
In ancient Rome the time between
17th December and the New Year
was devoted to the festival of fire and
light; Saturn was the god of seedtime
and harvest and the Saturnalia was
a time of celebration, a holiday when
homes were decorated and presents
exchanged. It was also a time of riotous merry-making!
In Northern Europe the winter solstice was known as the festival of
Yule and the return of the sun was
celebrated by decorating homes,
great feasting and special ceremonies including the decoration and

6th January, 29th March and 29th
September. In the 4th century AD
Pope Julius 1 decided that Christ’s
birthday should be celebrated on
25th December, already a day of
special festivity as it was the middle of the Saturnalia celebrations.
Probably the Church leaders realised
that these pagan rituals could not be
suppressed and decided to combine
them with the Christian celebration –
and that is what we have today.

FOOD PAGES

TRADITIONAL RECIPES

MULLED WINE Serves 10
2 x bottles of medium to full-bodied red
wine
1 orange, studded with cloves
2 cinnamon sticks
4 oranges, sliced
8 tablespoons granulated sugar
Whole nutmeg for grating
2 tablespoons brandy

1 Put all ingredients in a saucepan
along with 1.2 litres water, then bring
to simmering point, stirring until all
the sugar is dissolved. Keep it at
barely simmering point for at least 20
minutes – but do not boil or all the
alcohol will evaporate. This can be
made in advance then reheated just
before serving in mugs or sturdy wine
glasses.

ORANGE PASTRY FOR MINCE
PIES Makes 24 mince pies
500g plain flour
175g icing sugar
375g butter
Finely grated rind and juice of one large
orange

1 Sift flour and sugar into a mixing
bowl. Cut the butter into small pieces,
stir these into the flour and then rub
gently with your fingertips until the
mixture resembles fine breadcrumbs.
Stir in the orange rind, then using a
knife stir in the orange juice until the
10

dough just begins to stick together.
Gather up the dough and pat into a
ball, wrap in cling film and refrigerate
for at least 30 minutes before using.
2 Mince pies should have a star
decoration on top to represent the
Christmas star – use a star cutter
for the lid of the mince pie. It is said
to be unlucky to cut a mince pie
with a knife!
3 Roll pastry out and cut 24 rounds
using 7.5cm fluted cutter, use to
line greased patty tins. Fill with
mincemeat.
4 Roll out pastry and cut out 24
rounds with 5cm cutter or
a suitable sized star cutter.
Moisten the underside of the
pastry and place on top of filled
pies. Press the edges lightly together
and make a small slit in the top of
each pie.
5 Brush the tops with cold milk and
bake for 15 – 20 minutes. Gas Mk 7 220c, until light golden brown.
6 Leave to cool before removing from
tins. Before serving dust with caster
or icing sugar. Serve warm

TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS
PUDDING
110g shredded suet
110g white breadcrumbs
1 1/2 teaspoons mixed spice
225g soft dark brown sugar
500g mixed dried fruit – currants,
raisins, sultanas, mixed peel
25g chopped almonds
1 small cooking apple – finely chopped
Zest of one large lemon or orange
2 tablespoons brandy or rum
75ml barley wine
75ml stout
2 eggs
50g self raising flour
2 x 570ml
pudding basins greased

1 In a large mixing bowl mix together
all the dry ingredients, including nuts,
apple and fruit zest. Add eggs and
alcohol and mix thoroughly – leave
overnight, covered with a clean tea
towel.
2 Divide mixture between 2 basins,
cover with a double layer of baking
parchment and foil and tie securely
with string. Steam for 6 hours –
topping the water up regularly. Once
cold remove the baking parchment
and foil and replace with fresh. Keep
in cool place until ready to use. When
re-heating to serve steam for 2 hours.
3 Serve with brandy or rum sauce/
butter, custard or cream.

STIR UP SUNDAY is the last
Sunday before Advent – the day
Christmas puddings should be
made. The name comes
from the Collect of the
day, taken from the
Book of Common
Prayer –Stir up we
beseech tee O Lord
the will of Thy faithful. The
pudding should be made with 13
ingredients to represent Christ and
the Disciples. Traditionally all the
family should stir the pudding and
make a wish – the pudding should
be stirred from east to west in
honour of the Wise Men. A silver
coin was added and cooked in
the pudding – an old silver
sixpence or threepenny
bit; bringing wealth to
whoever found the coin.

Harrod’s trained

&

Hair Stylist
Colour Specialist
Now working in this
area in the comfort of
your own home
Call Tina
for an appointment on
Tel no 020 8418 9119 or
mobile 07957 977380

TIMEGOLD
(Jewellers)
Diamond, gold and silver
Jewellery
*
Michel Herbelin, and Accurist
Watches
Gifts for all occasions
*
LLADRÓ figurines
*
On the premises repairs to
Watches, clocks and
Jewellery
****
25 The Broadway
Woodford Green
IG8 0HQ
***
020 8504 6140
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Window & Door Repairs
Do you have Doors that cannot Lock Properly or
Do you have Broken Hinges
Broken Down Double Glazed Units
or discoloured Georgian Bars

Telephone for a FREE Estimate
We can also fit New Window/Door Handles or Locks In addition
we can fit Restricted Hinges for
Children’s Bedrooms

please call Paul on 07721 687 551
from 8.00am - 8.00pm
or visit: www.residentsassociations.co.uk/
windowsanddoors/index.htm
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Israel, from scapegoat to pariah By Jerry Crowley

I

12

had done in 1950. But this would
have been to accept that Jews would
eventually become outnumbered by
Palestinian Arabs, meaning an end
to the Jewish state project. Therefore
only East Jerusalem was annexed,
enabling it to become Israel’s capital. Equally, it was out of the question just to return the West Bank to
the Palestinians, as this was territory from which Israel had in 1967
been attacked, unprovoked, by the
massed armies of Jordan, Syria, Iraq
and Saudi Arabia. So the entire West
Bank, along with Gaza up till the
Israeli withdrawal of 2005, became a
kind of stateless entity, controlled by
Israel but not an integral part of it.
Under the 1993 Oslo Accords, the
two sides undertook to negotiate
towards a two-state peace settlement.
Yet subsequently there has been very
little tangible progress, reflecting
Palestinian militancy and terrorism;
the intransigence of Yassir Arafat, who
in contrast to figures such as Nelson
Mandela, proved incapable of making
the transition from freedom-fighter to
statesman; and the damaging split
in 2005, following Arafat’s death,
between his Fatah movement and
Hamas.
Even so, putting to one side this
split (now just conceivably on its way
to being healed), there has in recent
years been a considerable improvement in the climate for negotiations.
The demise of Arafat has brought the
far more moderate and statesmanlike Mahmoud Abbas as leader of
the Palestinian cause; and terrorist
attacks on Israel from the West Bank
have virtually ceased, courtesy of the
huge barrier wall built by the Israelis
(for which Palestinian firebrands have
only themselves to blame), instead
now being mostly limited to sporadic
rocket attacks from Hamas-controlled
Gaza.
So why haven’t negotiations made
any progress? The answer lies mostly
with Israel’s continuing policy of settlement-building, i.e. arbitrarily colonis-

ing Palestinian land to accommodate
its own population growth, and uprooting large numbers of Palestinian
residents in the process. Although
settlement building was supposed
to have ended with the Oslo Accords,
in practice existing settlements have
continued to be expanded, and particularly so from the time of the first
Netanyahu-led administration (199699). What normally happened was
that governments turned a blind eye
to the creation of “outposts” that
hadn’t been officially sanctioned, and
which were financed by state funds
intended for other purposes, in the
hope that they would in due course
become legalized, often as appendages to existing settlements. In other
words, an insidious but very effective
policy of settlement “creep”.
Alongside the pressures created by
an inexorably rising population, itself
swollen by steady immigration, this is
also driven by the messianic fervour
of right-wing Jews, bent on restoring
to reality the larger Jewish Palestine
of biblical times. This necessitates
absorbing the Greater Samaria and
Judaea of those times, areas which
approximate to today’s West Bank.
This is particularly the vision of those
parties who are presently minority partners in Benjamin Netahyahu’s
Likud party government. It is a tragedy
of Israel’s proportional representation
system (reflecting a vibrant democracy with no less than 43 political parties) that, following the last Knesset
elections in May 2009, it was not the
winner, the moderate Tzipi Livni, who
finished up forming a government,
but runner-up Netanyahu, because of
his ability to put together a coalition
of like-minded parties of the right.
And most tragic of all was his gift of
the post of Foreign Secretary, to the
extremist hard-line leader of one of
these parties.
Against this background, it was
hardly surprising that the Palestinians
in 2009 withdrew from further negotiations with Israel, until such time

as further settlement building was
stopped. Their logic was unassailable : you cannot negotiate with an
adversary who keeps (literally) moving the ground against you even as
you talk, thereby rendering ever less
viable any future Palestinian state,
with its heavy dependence on agriculture and hence a supply of good land.
And when this tactic drew no Israeli
response (apart from an 8-month settlement-building moratorium last year
under pressure from the Americans,
long since reversed, the logical next
step was to apply for membership of
the United Nations; something which
if successful, would bring recognition
as a full state together with access to
funding from UN agencies. It would
also constitute a major diplomatic
coup against Israel, finally overcoming years of humiliation and cynical
negotiating tactics. For Israel then to
complain that this UN application is
“unilateral”, on the grounds that it disPalestinian and Jewish
land, 1946

places bilateral negotiations between
the parties, is breathtaking, since it
has rarely negotiated seriously when
it had the chance - and certainly
not under Mr. Netanyahu - and has
consistently proved a paragon of unilateral behaviour itself.
Meanwhile, Israel’s intransigence in
the face of US pressure to discontinue
settlement-building, has comprehensively wrecked the Middle East foreign
policy of its closest ally. In his muchvaunted Cairo speech of May 2009,
President Obama had promised better relations with the Arab/Islamic
world than his predecessor, and as
key to this, a far more even-handed
approach to the Palestinian problem.
Negotiations between the Israelis and
Palestinians were to be given new
urgency, under the promising aegis
of the President’s Middle East envoy
George Mitchell, whose formidable
patience and diplomacy was so central to bringing about an eventual

UN Partition Plan, 1947

T

he US President has
been left looking
first weak and then
ridiculous. Efforts
to cajole Israel into
ending the settlements programme with offers of
generous financial aid and even
free jet-fighters, achieved nothing. Then the unspoken “nuclear”
option of cutting the already very
substantial aid going to Israel
(still a fifth of the entire US foreign
aid budget, despite Israel having
now become a wealthy industrial
state) was never seriously activated. Now the President has
been reduced to the absurd situation of promising to veto the
Palestinian application for statehood in the UN Security Council,
while simultaneously reaffirming
his support for an independent
Palestinian state. All of which has

Palestinian and Jewish
land, 1948 - 1967

Palestinian and Jewish
land, 1999
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f there is ever going to
be an independent, freestanding
Palestinian
state, it will be centred
on the West Bank, i.e.
the territory bordering the
west bank of the Jordan River.
A further substantial Palestinian
population lives in the far smaller
Gaza Strip, now ruled by Hamas.
Both areas were designated as
Palestinian lands under the 1947
UN Partition Plan, and both still
include substantial populations
of refugees and/or their descendents from the 1948-49 War,
hobbling their prospects for economic progress.
The accompanying four maps
show the progressive reduction in
Palestinian land from before the
1947 UN Partition Plan, via losses
in the 1948-49 War (started by the
Arabs in protest at this plan), to
major encroachment by Israel since
it gained control of the West Bank in
the 1967 War. In looking at the latest
(Year 2000) map, it is important to
understand that Israel still occupies
the entire territory of the West Bank
in defiance of the UN, yet that this
remains predominantly populated
by Palestinians, currently 2.6 million
strong. The areas shown in green
here relate only to those areas where
the Palestinian Authority has some
limited autonomy; and the many gaps
between these areas reflect a massive network of Israeli checkpoints,
together with at least 220 Israeli
“settlements”, in other words, Jewish
population centres built since 1967.
Ranging from whole cities to villages
and local outposts, these currently
sport an overall population of approx.
500,000 including East Jerusalem,
i.e. Jewish population on the West
Bank equals about 20% of the local
Palestinian population.
Israel’s policy towards the West
Bank is at best disingenuous. Having
captured it in the 1967 War, it could
have formally annexed it, as Jordan

settlement in Northern Ireland. Yet
approaching three years on, the process lies in tatters, and Mr. Mitchell
has recently stated his intention to
resign.

s

disastrous consequences for US
credibility with the Arab “street”,
especially given the democratic groundswell now unleashed
by the Arab Spring, much of it
replete with pronounced antiAmericanism, and resentment
towards the US’s steadfast loyalty to its wayward Israeli ally.
That a smart US President can find
himself boxed in like this, reflects
the overbearing influence of the
Jewish lobby in the US. This encompasses large parts of the US elite,
from business leaders to media to
Hollywood, enabling it to marshal a
level of influence out of all proportion to its numbers, and not least
in Congress. Because of this it has
always been Netanyahu’s trusty fallback position, when under pressure
from US presidents (first Clinton, now
Obama), to appeal over their heads to
Congress, and the efficacy of this is
always amplified with the
approach of presidential
election year, as now.
How long this selfdestructive Israeli behaviour can continue is unclear.
In the Middle East, the US
badly needs to detach the
Islamic extremists from
the moderates, but can’t
even make a start, unless
it reins in Israel’s excesses.
Israel by contrast makes
a fine art out of uniting its
enemies, while also provoking its closest ally and
effective guarantor in the
Middle East, whose own
standing in a fast-changing
world order is on the wane. And
all this at a time of unprecedented
uncertainty as Israel’s long-standing alliances with Egypt and Turkey
crumble, and it faces a growing existential threat from Iran’s nuclear
programme. It also faces growing
discontent at home over falling living
standards. And foremost amongst
the reasons for this are prohibitively
high costs for the military (22% of
GDP) and the settlements project. All
this leads to the conclusion that the
Israeli state is set on an unsustainable and dangerous path.
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Hope for a better
world in 2012

I

By Leon Menzies Racionzer

n the Christmas issue of
2008 I wrote an article, ‘My
refuge, my fortress, my God
in Whom I trust’. It was
inspired then by the collapse of world markets and the
breakdown of an economic system that was and is unsustainable. I concluded by predicting
a new beginning depending no
more on fossil fuels and changing
the geo-political map of the world.
Dependence on fossil fuels began
in the 19th century with the industrial

revolution. The big powers expanded their territorial rights over lesser
nations, no longer traded in slaves,
diamonds, gold and silver but in ‘black
gold’; oil. Thus a community of pearl
divers in the Gulf became oil moguls
and the scene was set for territorial
wars; mainly based around the oil rich
lands of the Middle East. The peripheral damage of the rush for ‘black
gold’ is with us still.
New coal and oil powered travel
changed our very language when we
began to talk of distance in hours
travelled rather than miles. And it

changed the morality of our society
when it became possible to escape
the restrictive confines of the village
community, where every body knew
everybody, to a situation where, daily,
one might travel many miles to an
environment of anonymity, where God
was blind, and still be back in the village in time for supper.
The 19th and 20th centuries under
the guise of improving the quality
of life, at least in the western world,
encouraged the indiscriminate consumption of the world’s resources
and now in the 21st century the consequences are becoming abundantly
clear. The oil and the coal that fuelled
the war machines of the first and
second world wars is running out and
the cost of building the infrastructure
to harness power from the sun, the
wind and the sea is not only insurmountable but too little too late. Every
household in the land is feeling the
pinch as energy costs mount, winters
get colder and summers wetter.
Perhaps my prediction in 2008 of
the phoenix rising from the ashes with
a new source of energy was a little premature. Back then I was not fully conversant with the many prophesies dating back 2,500 years or more, before
Christ, from the Mayan civilisation.
The Maya are noted for the only
known fully developed written language existing before Columbus
discovered the Americas. They were
advanced in art, architecture, and
mathematical and astronomical systems. Many artifacts, even long before
Christ, suggest they had an understanding of the universe that the west
only discovered centuries later. Their
architecture still befuggles modern
science as to how it was achieved.
The Maya people survived the
Spanish conquistadores and the subsequent Spanish colonization of the

Americas; they never disappeared.
Today, the Maya form sizable populations throughout the Maya area and
maintain a distinctive set of traditions and beliefs keeping many of
their ancient cultures alive to this day.
Many Mayan languages continue
to be spoken as primary languages
today. Their language and traditions
came to prominence as recently as
2005 when the Rabinal Achí, a theatrical drama from the fifteenth century, written in the Achi language,
showing pre-Hispanic traditions, was
declared a Masterpiece of the Oral
and Intangible Heritage of Humanity
by UNESCO in 2005.
By now you will be curious, I hope,
as to what all this has to do with natural resources running out, the Arab
Spring, Middle East unrest and Global
Economic doom and gloom.
The answer is simply that 2012, the
21st December to be precise, is the
last day of the Mayan Calendar which
began on a date equivalent to 11
August, 3114 BC. On this day or in this

“

economic collapse that inspired me
to write the 2008 article. My frequent
travels to the Middle East brought
me in contact with a, then, 45 year
old, computer scientist, Osman, who,
quite separately from his technological skills, believes he has discovered
the ‘God Factor’ in creation or the
‘Ultimate Formula’ that physicists such
as Stephen Hawking have long since
given up searching for; ‘the thing’ to
which Einstein referred.
John Archibald Wheeler (July 9,
1911 – April 13, 2008) foresaw,
“Someday we’ll understand the whole
thing as one single marvellous vision
that will seem so overwhelmingly simple and beautiful that we may say to
each other; ‘Oh, how could we have
been so stupid for so long? How could
it have been otherwise?”
The discovery of ‘’The Thing’,
according to Osman, could fulfil what
the Mayan’s believe, which is something similar to the Christian belief
of the ‘Coming of the Kingdom’ on
earth where man will be a spiritual

When we gain a full understanding of this
vision, new doors will be opened to the garden
of discoveries in many different fields

year the Mayans believe something
major will occur.
The Mayans knew that nothing ever
happens by “chance” in the Universe.
Everything happens in cycles; these
cycles correspond precisely to past
and future cosmic and world events.
Many of these events are the result
of the one factor common to everything in the Universe without exception; Energy; which can manifest at
any level from the Universal to the
individual. Energy is everything!
In my 2008 article I quoted
Einstein’s theory, “It followed from the
special theory of relativity that mass
and energy are both but different
manifestations of the same thing ...”;
and I asked what is the ‘thing’ that
Einstein referred to?
So what is the great mystery of
2012? Could it be that in 2012 God
will reveal at long last the God factor
in creation? It was not just the Global
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being, wars will cease and suffering
will disappear - although Osman has
not linked his discovery to the Mayan
beliefs or calendar, that is my theory.
For the scientifically minded I quote
a little of Osman’s massive 5,000
page thesis which explains the misconceptions of physics to this date
and corrects our understanding of
what matter is for the future.
“... mass and energy are both
but different manifestations of the
same ‘thing’ which so far we have
progressively referred to as light, ray,
electromagnetic-wave, energy-quanta,
and lately as photon (particle of light).
However, a profound analysis of the
inherent properties of this ‘thing’, let’s
call it ‘em’ reveals that it’s neither
particle nor ray energy or wave. It’s
something more sophisticated, whose
features bedevilled us to believe in
the existence of space, time, energy
and matter. Understanding the world

of ems and especially how they manifest mass and energy, one becomes
aware of how poorly we have understood the Universe so far.”
And interestingly, Osman avers that
his discovery of what it is that God
created which is at the centre of all
matter is, as John Archibald Wheeler
suggested, so simple yet so clever that
it amazes him it has not been discovered before.
Everybody will benefit from Osman’s
em technology “which suggests a
complete model of the Universe. It will
enable scientists to interpret nature in
its true terms, in terms of the em. This
in turn will initiate the scientific revolution by which the world will upgrade
from quantum to em technology, such
that our control over nature will reach
its extremes.”
For example, his, so far theoretical,
creation of portable energy-machines,
em-releasers, will convert matter into
pure-energy, translating-ems in a precisely controlled manner. By directing energy, aiming vast numbers of
released ems, it will be possible to
adjust the strength of gravity between
the earth and our vehicles such that
we will freely float. The discovery will
slow down and even reverse aging by
manipulating the em structures in the
atoms and cells.
“When we gain a full understanding
of this vision, new doors will be opened
to the garden of discoveries in many
different fields. For example, intangible matters such as consciousness
will become tangible when expressed
in terms of ems. Diseases like cancer
which originate from the structural
defects deep in the cells will effectively
be cured as the em-technology will
allow super-high precision manipulations. Acceleration in the earth’s pollution will start decelerating and finally
our dependence on fossil-fuels will
come to an end since the em-technology works fully on pure-energy.”
So could it be that 2012 will be the
year that science fiction becomes reality? The year in which the prophecies
of the Mayan are fulfilled through the
discovery of how light, God’s first creation ‘let there be light,’ (see Genesis
ch 1) actually behaves? We won’t
have long to wait to find out.
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HUMOUR
By Jo King

THE SHOEBOX
A man and woman had been
married for more than 60 years.
They had shared everything.
They had talked about everything. They had kept no secrets
from each other except that the
little old woman had a shoe box
in the top of her cupboard that she
had cautioned her husband never to
open or ask her about.
For all of these years, he had never
thought about the box, but one day
the little old woman got very sick and
the doctor said she would not recover.
In trying to sort out their affairs, the
little old man took down the shoe box
and took it to his wife’s bedside. She
agreed that it was time that he should
know what was in the box. When
he opened it, he found two knitted
dolls and a stack of money totalling
£95,000. He asked her about the
contents.
‘When we were to be married,’ she
said, ‘ my grandmother told me the
secret of a happy marriage was to
never argue. She told me that if I ever
got angry with you, I should just keep
quiet and knit a doll.’
The little old man was so moved;
he had to fight back tears. Only two
precious dolls were in the box. She
had only been angry with him twice in
all those years of living and loving. He
almost burst with happiness.
‘Honey,’ he said, ‘that explains
the dolls, but what about all of this
money? Where did it come from?’
‘Oh,’ she said, ‘that’s the money I
made from selling the
dolls.’
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My wife was hinting about
what she wanted for our
upcoming anniversary.
She said, “I want something
shiny that goes from 0 to 150
in about 3 seconds.”
I bought her a chrome-plated
bathroom scale.
And that’s when the
fight started...

When Love fades!
Last night I was sitting on the
sofa watching TV when I heard
my wife’s lovely voice from the
kitchen. “What would you like for
dinner, my Love. . . Chicken,
beef or lamb?” I said, “Thank you,
I’ll have chicken.” She replied
“You’re having soup. I was
talking to the cat.”

A Prayer.......
Dear Lord, I pray for Wisdom
to understand my man;
Love to forgive him; And
Patience for his moods; Because
Lord, if I pray for Strength, I’ll
beat him to death, Because I
don’t have time to knit!

Q: Why are women not perfect?
After God created Adam, and Adam had been in the Garden for a really long
time, he started to get a little lonely. So, Adam went to God and said, “This
Garden is amazing, but I’m starting to get a little lonely; is there anyone that
you can send to keep me company?”
God answered, “I have the perfect person. She will help you with almost
everything. She’ll clean, cook, wash you clothes, be your friend, and even
rub your feet after a long day. She really is perfect in every way!”
Adam said, “That sounds great! How soon can you send her?”
God replied again, “I can send her right away, but there is one thing ... it’s
going to cost you an arm and a leg to get her.”
Adam thought for a moment, and then said, “What can I get for a rib?”

A: Adam wouldn’t pay the price
A man goes to see his priest. “Father,
something terrible is happening and I
have to talk to you about it.”
My husband
The Priest asked, “What’s wrong?”
and I divorced over
The man replied, “My wife is poireligious differences.
soning me.”
He thought he was
The Priest, very surprised by this,
God, and I didn’t.
asks, “How can that be?”
The man then pleads, “I’m telling
you, I’m certain she’s poisoning me,
wife. I spoke to her on the phone for
what should I do?”
The Priest then offers, “Tell you three hours.
You want my advice?”
what. Let me talk to her, I’ll see what
The man said yes and the Priest
I can find out and I’ll let you know.”
A week later the Priest calls the replied,
“Take the poison.”
man and says, “Well, I spoke to your

Two beggars are sitting
side by
side on a street in Ro
me. One
has a cross in front of
him, the
other one the Star of David
. Many
people go by, look at bo
th beggars, but only put mone
y into the
hat of the beggar sittin
g behind
the cross.
A priest comes by, stops
and
watches throngs of peop
le giving
money to the beggar be
hind the
cross, but none to the
beggar
behind the Star of David
. Finally,
the priest goes over to the
beggar
behind the Star of David
and says,
“My poor fellow, don’t yo
u understand? This is a Catholic
coun
this city is the seat of Catho try;
licism.
People aren’t going to giv
e you
money if you sit there wi
th a Star
of David in front of you, es
pecially
when you’re sitting besid
e a beggar who has a cross. In
fact, they
would probably give to
him just
out of spite.” The beggar
behind
the Star of David listened
to the
priest, turned to the other
beggar
with the cross and said:
“Moishe, look who’s try
ing to
teach the Goldstein brothe
rs how
marketing works.”

Never give up on 8 year olds for
originality. These are the answers
given by them when asked to
complete some common sayings.
Strike while the – bug is close
Never underestimate the power of --termites
Don’t bite the hand that --- looks dirty
A miss is as good as a --- Mr
If you lie down with dogs, you’ll --- stink
in the morning
The pen is mightier than the --- pigs
An idle mind is --- the best way to relax
Where there’s smoke there’s --pollution
Don’t put off till tomorrow what --- you
put on to go to bed
Laugh and the whole world laughs
with you, cry and --- You have to blow
your nose
Children should be seen and not --spanked or grounded
A bird in the hand --- is going to poop
on you.
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SCOTTISH COP
A London lawyer runs a stop sign and gets pulled over by a Glasgow
copper. He thinks that he is smarter than the cop because he is a lawyer
from LONDON and is certain that he has a better education than any Jock
copper. He decides to prove this to himself and have some fun at the
Glasgow cops expense!!
Glasgow cop: “License and

registration, please.”
London Lawyer: “What for?”
Glasgow cop: “Ye didnae come to a
complete stop at the stop sign.”
London Lawyer: “I slowed down,
and no one was coming.”
Glasgow cop: “Ye still didnae come
to a complete stop. Licence and
registration, please”
London Lawyer: “What’s the
difference?”
Glasgow cop: “The difference is,
ye huvnae come to a complete
stop, that’s the law, Licence and
• A bicycle cannot stand
alone; it is two tired.
• A will is a dead giveaway.
• A backward poet writes
inverse.
• In a democracy it’s your vote 		
that counts; in feudalism, it’s 		
your Count that votes.

registration, please!”

London Lawyer: “If you can show

me the legal difference between
slow down and stop, I’ll give you my
licence and registration and you give
me the ticket. If not, you let me go
and don’t give me the ticket.”
Glasgow cop: “Sounds fair, Exit your
vehicle, sir.” The London Lawyer exits
his vehicle.
The Glasgow cop takes out his
baton and starts beating the living
daylights out of the lawyer and says,
“Dae ye want me to stop, or just
slow doon?”
• If you don’t pay your exorcist you
can get repossessed.
• With her marriage she got a new
name and a dress.
• The guy who fell onto an upholstery
machine was fully recovered.
• You are stuck with your debt if
you can’t budge it.

If you ever testify in court, you might wish you could have been as sharp as
this policeman. He was being cross-examined by a defence attorney during a
felony trial. The lawyer was trying to undermine the police officer’s credibility
Q: ‘Officer --- did you see my client
fleeing the scene?’
A: ‘No sir. But I subsequently
observed a person matching the
description of the offender, running
several blocks away.’
Q: ‘Officer -- who provided this
description?’
A: ‘The officer who responded to the
scene.’
Q: ‘A fellow officer provided the
description of this so-called offender.
Do you trust your fellow officers?’
A: ‘Yes, sir. With my life.’
Q: ‘With your life? Let me ask you
this then officer. Do you have a room
where you change your clothes in
preparation for your daily duties?’
A: ‘Yes sir, we do!’

Q: ‘And do you have a locker in the
room?’
A: ‘Yes, sir, ... I do.’
Q: ‘And do you have a lock on your
locker?’
A: ‘Yes, sir.’
Q: ‘Now, why is it, officer, if you trust
your fellow officers with your life, you
find it necessary to lock your locker
in a room you share with them?’
A: ‘You see, sir -- we share the
building with the court complex,
and sometimes lawyers have been
known to walk through that room.’
The courtroom EXPLODED with
laughter, and a prompt recess was
called. The officer on the stand has
been nominated for this year’s ‘Best
Comeback’ line, and we think he’ll win.
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SOLICITORS
IT!
Who will look after your money and property if you
became ill, have an accident or physical disability or lose
the capacity to look after your financial affairs yourself?
You could potentially become subject to financial abuse or people who
you would not wish to deal with your finances could end up doing so.
Issues affecting the elderly or anyone who has difficulty managing
their financial affairs can be complicated and onerous and are often
a source of considerable anxiety to their relatives or carers.
You must take precautionary measures to preserve your money
and property by making a lasting power of attorney appointing
people you trust to look after your financial affairs.

CALL YVETTE BACCHUS FOR A QUOTE
0208 524 9111 or 07932 506 031

We are approachable and
responsive to our clients’ needs.
For specialist prompt personal service in:

• WILLS & TRUSTS
• PROBATE
• LASTING POWERS OF ATTORNEY
• DEPUTY ORDERS
• INHERITANCE TAX PLANNING
• FAMILY LAW
• LITIGATION
• CONVEYANCING

Call us now:

020 8524 9111

07932 506 031

or email Yvette at: ybacchus@bacchuslaw.co.uk
Suite 2 - 87a Old Church Road, Chingford, London E4 6ST

www.bacchuslaw.co.uk
REGULATED BY THE SOLICITORS REGULATION AUTHORITY
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Chronicle of Parish Events By PA Nache
The Transitus of St Francis
In a darkened church with only a
sliver of light shining through the
door to the cloister a solo voice
sang in velvet tones setting a melancholy atmosphere. It was soon
joined by the harmony of the choir;
all pupils at Trinity High school.
Still in the darkness, young men
and women filed onto the altar
dressed in black T shirts to form
a tableau around the single figure
in a Franciscan habit; St Francis
of Assisi was dying. At St Francis’
request he is taken in the arms of
his brothers back to Assisi. A trombone on the left and French horn on
the right play a solemn tribute on
the journey as St Francis is carried
all round the church to arrive at the

foot of the altar; now Assisi.
St Francis strips himself of his
habit and passes it on to his brethren. He is laid down naked on the
floor surrounded by his brethren to
whom he gives his final blessing and
his last will. Hymns are sung and he
dies.
For an instant he is seen arms outstretched in cruciform stance under
a single spot light before the tabernacle in the Blessed Sacrament
chapel, then darkness.
The words, music and brilliant
lighting would surely have moved
the most stoic heart to tears. This
was surely the best of all previous
year’s performances done by Trinity
High every year. It was and will be in
the future a moving ceremony not to
be missed.

The Feast of St Francis 4th October. expect some of his stirring
sermons to have commenced long before
this issue goes to
press.
One friar was particularly conspicuous by his absence;
Brother Raymond who
has been caring for both
Fr Ignatius and Fr Michael
was not to return from his well
deserved holiday in Ireland until
the following day which he did and
was caught unawares on camera at
Stansted airport as he emerged from
immigration.
The special Mass at 8 pm was not all
that well attended apart from many The 70th Anniversary of the
from the CWL as the feast coincid- Woodford Branch of the CWL
ed with the 70th anniversary of the As the celebration took place on
founding of the Woodford Branch. the feast of St Francis there was a
However, the Mass was celebrated
by Fr Austin and concelebrated by
Frs. Ignatius and Michael O’Kane. It
was Fr Michael’s first appearance on
the Altar for many weeks having had
a sojourn in Whipps Cross Hospital
for surgery and then some time convalescing in the Friary. Judging from
his appearance on the night we can
20

joint celebration in the
Becket Centre. Not
unsurprisingly the
catering was done
by the CWL, who
else? The only person present at the
celebration who
was in the parish 70
years ago was Fr Brian
and owing to the ongoing
sexist nature of the organization, he was not in the CWL nor was
he old enough to be. However, four
of those present had over a hundred
and twenty year’s of membership in
the Woodford branch between them.
See four of them Ros McPherson,
Rosa Firzpatrick, Rita Watkins, and
Irene De Fretus cutting the cake.
The Philippine Appeal, Gloria
Gotschalk and Linda Newton.
On Sunday 28th August Gloria and
Linda hosted a Grand Garden Party
at Gloria’s house in her pristine garden that raised over £300 for their
on-going cause to provide essentials
for people in one of the poorest areas
in the world, Cebu in the Philippines.
Angela Meyler was in charge of

assuring that everybody present paid
an entry fee of just five pounds for a
sumptuous meal with wine. Christian,
Gloria’s son, cooked on two BBQ
grills in spite of inclement weather.
Christian is a freelance Sous Chef,
he has a whole posse of references
from various Michelin star restaurants where he has worked and is
currently working at the Grosvenor
House Hotel in Park Lane. He has
been known to hire himself out for
good causes. At last year’s charity
ball to raise money for Huntingdon’s
Disease sufferers, another of Gloria’s
charitable interests, Christian was
auctioned off to cook for ten people
in the home of one of the ten and
raised the sum of £1,500 toward that
cause; more on this later.
The Cebu cause, apart from being
very well known around the area, is
very much, on account of Linda working at HSBC in the Broadway and
through her work spreading the gospel far and wide. The BBQ was very
much a family affair. Gloria’s brother
George supplied the beer and Linda’s
husband Terry, the wine. Many people brought food and there was no
shortage of anything.
All the preparation was done on
the Saturday beforehand. This meant
Gloria and Linda were unable to
attend another garden party in the
parish until late in the afternoon when
most of the food there had gone.
The funds raised will go toward
filling the boxes sent frequently to
the Philippines stuffed with clothing,
medical supplies and other essentials. Below, in his own words, is an
extract of a letter from Eddie who
runs the day centre there.’
‘Hi... thank you for your continuous
support to our programs and to our
parents as well. Recently, we started
our new livelihood that will help augment our funds and give livelihood
to those who are jobless. We make
home made bread and we sell it in
our canteen and day-care centers
as our display outlet. I was inspired
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to start this new livelihood when i
learned that the person Sr. Anne was
helping was a former master baker
in one of the well known bakeshop
here in Cebu. He’s living inside the
graveyard near the Parish with a
very sickly, skinny bedridden wife
and a 3 years old daughter. He
cannot look for a job because of
his wife that need to look after.
We give him a little work in our
day-care center in return for the
food and medicine that Sr. Anne
give. For me his a good worker
that need to support. Now, he’s
far from the day we know him
(very untidy, useless and miserable person) Many of our
parents and costumer like his bread.
He’s very happy working with us. I’m
happy to see him restoring his dignity
as person again. Anyway, if you have
a used dress for a 3 year old boy (my
grandson) may i ask you to please set
aside it for me and under wear shorts
for men like before, and i’m very
happy for that. My 2 young ladies are
growing very fast. Once again, Thank
you for both of you and your friends
who behind all this thing. Only our
prayers will repay you. God Bless!I forgot to inform you, Jason was already
in Malaysia since March . The little
amount intended for him last time
was given to his mother.’
Over a year ago Linda and Gloria
volunteered to pay for a student
from the area to go to university. The
fees are £600:00 per annum which
doesn’t sound a lot to us in the west
now talking of fees up to £9,000 per
annum. But if one compares these
fees with the salary of a qualified
teacher in Cebu; £800 per annum,
it is easy to understand why very few
teenagers get this opportunity. Below
is a recent letter from Catherine who
was the grateful beneficiary of Linda
and Gloria’s largesse. It is written to
Sister Elizabeth Buckley at the Cebu
convent.

that my GRADUATION DAY is
fast approaching that will be this
coming OCTOBER 8, 2011. I’m very
thankful to you and to Ms. Linda and
Gloria and of course with the Sisters
of Sacred Heart of JESUS and Mary
Congregation: how I WISH you can
see me getting my diploma in stage
its my GREATEST achievement and
because of your advices to me its
really a great HELP.
I will attach to here sister my graduation picture :) GOD BLESS YOU
THERE SISTER! :)’

At least one other parishioner has
opted to sponsor the education of a
young lady now seeking to qualify as
a nurse with the help of the sisters
whose funds are very much overstretched in providing for so many
other needs and for a greater number
of people.
Anyone wishing to sponsor the education of young people in Cebu, or
perhaps feel that adopting one person where there are so many in need
is perhaps elitist, may contact Gloria
or Linda and suggest what they would
like to have done with their offerings, not just for Christmas, but hopefully, on an ongoing basis. Boxes of
essentials are still being sent. Three
‘I’m happy to tell you sister have been dispatched this year. Each
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Chronicle of Parish Events continued
box costs £135:00 to ship. Whilst
Gloria and Linda say ‘thanks to the
kindness and generosity of our community which is second to none, the
money just seems to appear when
we need it and the clothes, toiletries
books etc., that fill the boxes continue
to flow in.’
But there is one idea; you may wish
to sponsor a box.
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Whilst we wish to encourage readers to be controversial and stimulate
debate through their letters there are letters of a derogatory nature that will
not be published. However, those that are published are the views of the
authors and not necessarily those of the editor.

Angelina Marr above and right
Angelina Marr, Shirley Marr, Tonie
Berger and Felix Marr.

much in demand. For a little
Christmas joy click on Angelina’s
3 minute animation sent to
friends at this time last year from
Singapore where the trio were on
holiday. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QX7oItdsfks
There were present in the region of
150 people in the school’s hall. Each
of them felt they had experienced a
real cultural treat for only £5:00 entry
and programme. The proceeds are
to fund the George Cattermole award
which is the largest cash prize for

pianists among all the music festivals
in and around London. The award is
presented at the oldest of all music
festivals in the country; the Stratford
and East London Music Festival. The
trust was set up by Felix and Shirley
to commemorate their friend of 37
years who died three years ago at the
age of 97. He would have been 100
years old this year.

Four after-dinner riddles for Christmas day

1

A woman shoots her
husband. Then she holds
him under water for over 5
minutes. Finally, she hangs him.
But 5 minutes later they both
go out together and enjoy a
wonderful dinner together.
How can this be?

2

What is black when you
buy it, red when you use it, and
grey when you throw it away?

3

Can you name three
consecutive days without using
the words Wednesday, Friday, or
Sunday?

4

A murderer is condemned
to death. He has to choose
between three rooms. The first is
full of raging fires, the second is
full of assassins with loaded guns,
and the third is full of
lions that haven’t
eaten in 3 years.
Which room is
safest for him?
Answers
1. The woman was a photographer. She shot a
picture of her husband, developed it, and hung it
up to dry (shot; held under water; and hung).
2. Charcoal, as it is used in barbecuing.
3. Sure you can name three consecutive days,
yesterday, today, and tomorrow!
4. The third room. Lions that haven’t eaten in three
years are dead. That one was easy, right?

The triple Marr plus one ensemble,
Saturday 29th October.
At Woodford County High School, one
of three excellent secondary schools
within a five-minute’s walk from St
Thomas of Canterbury Church, on
the 29th October, many of our parishioners flocked to hear a concert of
romantic German songs sung by Felix
Marr, (baritone) a one time member of our church choir and Tonie
Berger (mezzo-soprano). The two
were accompanied by Shirley Marr, a
one time conductor of the St Thomas
choir, on the school’s magnificent
Bösendorfer grand piano.
For this reporter, whilst not wishing
to downgrade the performances
of Felix, Tonie and Shirley, the
highlight was the sensitive and
exhilarating recital given by Angelina
Marr. Angelina, a former student at
Woodford County High, is not only an
extremely accomplished musician
playing both piano and flute, but
is also
a very
talented
animator
and
illustrator (see
self portrait
left). At one
time Angelina
did illustrations
for In Touch
but has since
been unable to
contribute on
account of her
professional
art work and
teaching piano
being

Please send your letters to The Editor, Idvies, 72 Malvern Drive,
Woodford Green, IG8 0JP or email leon@racionzer.net

From Aileen McLaughlin
Dear Editor,
I thought I would write to express how
much I enjoy reading In Touch and
what good value for money it is – nothing to do with the hard sell as you
leave church of course! I don’t know
how anyone can refuse it…
Both my husband and I enjoy reading In Touch because it does just that
– it keeps parishioners in touch with
events in the parish of St Thomas’ and
beyond. My son enjoys the humour
section and relates the child – friendly
jokes to his friends at school.
In this day and age when everybody
seems to be expected to pay more for
less, it is a pleasure to hand over just
£2:00 – the price that In Touch has
been for as long as I remember – for a
quality magazine that both informs
and inspires.
From Mrs M Robinson, N London.
Dear Editor
I would like to congratulate you on the
issue 3 2011 of the In Touch magazine that I received on Thursday this
week. Everything about it is lovely.
May I just say I was very impressed
with the lovely picture on the cover of
Deacon Graham at the Pope’s Mass
in Westminster. Also the photos and
recently ordained Fr Graham Stokes
in Westminster and his first Mass in
his home parish of St Thomas of
Canterbury Woodford Green all of
which myself and my husband and
other members of the family and
friends had the great privilege of being
at the Ordination First Mass and Mass
in his home parish. Fr Graham is a
very fine Priest and son his parents
are very proud of. I hope your magazine will continue for a very long time,
In Touch 2011 Issue 4

great reading and I look forward to the
next edition
From Catherine Parry, Monmouth
South Wales
Dear Editor,
I have been fortunate in having your
very interesting In Touch magazine
sent to me by a friend.
Graham’s remarks regarding the
Mystery of the Eucharist were very
moving, I am sure it would inspire anyone of his parishioners. It is impossible for someone like me to imagine
how it must feel for a priest at the
Consecration of the Bread and Wine,
especially at his first Mass.

table, time-line or even perhaps a
map to refer to.
From Peter Walsh
SIR,
Jerry Crowley’s excellent and erudite
article, issue 3, 2011, deals with
many of the innumerable rhetorical
questions that Jerusalem generates,
in perpetuity. But, first, I must thank
the learned author for the name
“Amadi-Nejad”. Thanks to a BBC presenter, remembering the name of the
Iranian puppet president was made
easier by recalling his comic anachronism; “Armoured Dinner-Jacket”.
In 2007, I followed my father’s 1914
- 1918 saddle-sore horseback and
sand-sore
footsteps
through
Jerusalem and its environs .He was
under General Allenby’s Command
serving with Colonel T.E Lawrence - of
Arabia - A Friend to The Arabs and an
erstwhile Chingford -Pole Hill - citizen.
My Father fought the Turks, allies of
the Germans in those days. The motto
of his regiment, Arma Pacis
Fulcrum,”:”Arms are The Fulcrum of
Peace”, has a paradoxical ring of truth
in modern times. The manifestly evil
nuclear bomb is, and has been, the
fulcrum of peace - even in Jerusalem
for Sixty-Five Years! But in the IsraeliPalestinian conflict the nuclear armed
Israeli military is not aided against
short range, non-nuclear rockets
made available to militant Palestinians
by wealthy arms dealers.
Some thirty years after my Father
returned from “The Holy Land”, I was
required to serve my country via conscription. There were choices; The
Palestine Police, The Royal Air Force
Medical Branch, or become an obligatory balloted,”Bevin-Boy” Coal Miner.
Incidentally, there are those among
the elderly parishioners who will know
of a Friar who was a conscripted Coal
Miner.
Thus, under National Service
Conscription, I entered the Royal Air
Force Medical Branch. It had a higher
morbidity, but a less threatening mortality than the optional Palestine
Police. Any Palestine policeman could
be garroted, shot, or otherwise dis-

From Peter Leahy
Dear Editor,
I believe it’s a testament to the quality
and mix of the In Touch Magazine’s
content, that articles ranging from the
history and problems in the Middle
East - all sit comfortably next to
humour pages and the very readable
articles on ‘food’: namely topics such
as honey and olives - it’s all excellent
stuff. The recent set of articles related
to the Middle East (Jerry Crowley), are
certainly thought provoking and obviously very well researched. And I don’t
know if these are programmed to
continue in the magazine? But if they
are, I wonder if it would be possible for
the author to incorporate a ‘time-line’
or simple ‘outline-table’ showing dates
against ‘pivotal’ events that are included in the articles? It’s the familiar
problem of trying to convey a barrage
of chronological (sometimes multifaceted) information where page space is
constrained. I personally would find it
easier to position the major events in
the articles if there was a background Letters continued on page 24
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patched, usually unseen and from
behind.
Perhaps the contemporary differences between Muslim and Jew
stems from the age-old biblical tale of
Abraham’s two sons, Isaac and
My first Christmas in Heaven
I see the countless Christmas trees Ishmael, the latter born of his handmaiden Hagar. The Old Testament is
Around the world below
full of tales of the continuing conflict
With tiny lights
between their descendants.
Like heaven’s stars
The Middle East conflict is, in part
Reflecting in the snow
at
least, attributable to a conflict
The sight is so spectacular
between
cousins. Abraham had an
Please wipe away that tear
illegitimate son by Haggai, an “auFor I am spending Christmas
pair” person in his household. Sarah,
With Jesus Christ this year
his wife, understandably dismissed
Haggai who, with her son, Ishmael,
I hear the many Christmas songs
went into the desert and accidentally
That people hold so dear
became founder of the Arab nation.
But the sounds of music can’t
The Old Testament chronicles
compare
ceaseless
conflicts so that what, in
With the Christmas choir up here
our time, we witness in terms of “The
I have no words to tell you
Middle East Conflict “, is but a
The joy their voices bring
Continuum.
For it is beyond description
As I write Somalia is thirsting for
To hear the angels sing
water and it is estimated the whole of
I know how much you miss me
the Middle East will suffer drought by
I see the pain inside your heart
2050.
But I am not so far away
Would it not be better to encourage
We really aren’t apart
the cousins to get together, the Israelis
So be happy for me dear ones
applying their access to capital and
You know I hold you dear
And be Glad I’m spending Christmas water-management “Know-How” and
the Arabs applying their skills, albeit
With Jesus Christ this year.
oil-related, of engineering, e.g. pipelaying, to prepare for the threat of
I send you each a special gift
drought to come rather than ridicuFrom my heavenly home above
lously contriving internecine warfare
I send you each a memory of
and manifest territorialism in one of
My undenying love
this world’s most arid regions.
After all “love” is the gift
More precious than pure gold
From Desmond Hughes writing
It was always most important
from Chaiyaphum, Thailand.
In the stories Jesus told
Dear Editor,
Please love and keep each other
Yasser Arafat was not the first to deny
As my father said to do
there was ever a Temple of Solomon
For I can’t count the blessing
in Jerusalem (Jerry Crowley, IT, Issue 3
Or love he has for each of you.
2011). Reputable biblical scholars
So have a Merry Christmas
and archaeologists, among them
And wipe away that tear
Israelis, have known that for a long
Remember I am spending
time.
Christmas
Outside of the Bible there is no
With Jesus Christ this year.
mention anywhere of David or
This poem was written by a 13 yr old boy who Solomon, or of any splendid kingdom
died of a brain tumour that he had battled
linked to them. You’d think some of
with for many years. He died on December
their neighbours would have noticed!
14th, 1997. He gave this to his mum before
With no David or Solomon, perhaps
he died. His name was Ben.
it will come as less of a shock that
Taken from the Troubadour
there is no Abraham either that any-

My First Christmas
in Heaven
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one else seems to know about. And if
there was, which one would it be?
Several quite distinct Abrahams have
been identified in Genesis.
For the immediate origins of
Judaism, as for the composition of the
Hebrew Bible itself, we probably need
look no further than the fourth or fifth
century BC. None of this should worry
us, however: as Golda Meir said, God
didn’t choose the Jews, they chose
Him.
You may think they made a good
and wise decision, but they
shouldn’t then go on to claim that
the choice was the other way round,
namely, that God chose them specially over all other peoples and
promised them a land which just
happened to have some people living there already, thank you very
much! That’s nearly as good as
Land of Hope and Glory:
Wider still and wider shall thy
bounds be set, God who made thee
mighty make thee mightier yet! Oh,
yes? And which God would that be?
But to the reality on the ground; the
problem of Jerusalem, as Jerry’s article makes abundantly clear, is the
people - the People of the Book. That
description - not used by Jerry, I hasten to add - is an unfortunate one,
because it is seen as somehow validating the claims that each - Jew,
Christian, Muslim - has on the city.
Straight away it can be said that the
Christian claim is not now ‘territorial’:
it seeks only to exercise custodianship, within another’s sovereignty, of
specifically Christian ‘holy places’. For
the moment, and for simplicity’s sake,
let us say that Muslim claims to the
Dome of the Rock and Al-Aqsa
Mosque are comparable in nature to
those made by Christians.
But now to the nitty-gritty: Jewish
claims to the city are of a different
kind, merging as they do with an insistence on absolute Israeli sovereignty
over an undivided Jerusalem. To which
Palestinians naturally take exception.
It is a matter for deep regret that the
Palestinian cause - a just one if ever
there was - has, particularly in more
recent times, been profaned by its
perceived association with Islamist
terrorism.

A political solution to the PalestineIsrael conflict seems as far away as
ever, and yet perhaps a small start
could be made, with the People of the
Book themselves showing us the way.
There are surely some among them
ready to acknowledge that their
attachment to places, however ‘holy’,
is a distraction, an irrelevance even,
particularly when the supposed historical connections to those places
are, to say the very least, in some
doubt.
But what would we do with all those
beautiful stones if the attachments
were renounced and the ‘holy places’
demolished or simply abandoned?
Well, God, for one, wouldn’t mind if
some of them found their way into
latrines. He made us the way we are
and ......
I don’t in any way make light of the
deep pain that must have been felt
when those tomb-stones were
removed from the ancient Jewish
cemetery on the Mount of Olives.
Those responsible no doubt thought

very fine job; we still wait for a replacement choir master/mistress. When
you consider the tremendous
enhancement of the liturgy that
comes from a very good choir – as we
have enjoyed for many years - it is a
From Frank Fitzpatrick
sad thought that a parish full of talent
Dear Editor,
As editor of a prestigious parish maga- like St Thomas cannot find someone.
zine you are, of course, anxious to
preserve complete accuracy in your From Kathryn Wilson
articles. In that context I am writing to Dear Editor,
correct a couple of points in your arti- Thank you, thank you, thank you, for
cle about Paul and Hilary in the last the last edition of In Touch. I must
confess that I rarely read the magaissue.
Firstly Martin actually went to Balliol zine, so this edition was a spectacular
College, OXFORD; you had him attend- treat for me.
It was a very fitting tribute to several
ing some obscure institution in the
Fens. Secondly the reference to Rosa pieces of Parish history with the artiand myself as possessors of ‘encyclo- cles about Fr Graham Stokes and the
paedic knowledge’ of music is some- Parish choir.
I can fully understand why In Touch
thing of an exaggeration. Fortunately
anyone who has heard you sing knows has such a high national rating for its
that your judgment on matters musi- stylish and professional presentation.
cal is extremely suspect and will have Do parishioners realise this? Because
we should all be proud of you and the
discounted that statement.
You mention Tom Kennedy who has success you have achieved for us.
taken over as organist and is doing a Congratulations!
they were carrying out an act of desecration. And they were. But they
defiled only themselves.
Enough. It will be Christmas soon.

1,000,000,000
One Billion but how much is that really?

This is too true to be funny.
The next time you hear a politician
use the word ‘billion’ in a casual
manner, think about whether you
want the ‘politicians’ spending YOUR
tax money.
A billion is a difficult number to
comprehend, but one advertising
agency did a good job of putting that
figure into some perspective in one
of its releases.
• A billion seconds ago it was 1959
• A billion minutes ago Jesus was alive
• A billion hours ago our ancestors
• were living in the Stone Age
• A billion days ago no-one walked
on the earth on two feet
• A billion pounds ago was only 13
hours and 12 minutes, at the rate
our government is spending it.
In Touch 2011 Issue 4

And what are the taxes that pay
for it?
• Stamp Duty
• Tobacco Tax
• Corporate Income Tax
• Income Tax
• Council Tax
• Unemployment Tax
• Fishing License Tax
• Petrol/Diesel Tax
• Inheritance Tax (tax on top of tax)
• Alcohol Tax
• V.A.T.
• Marriage License Tax
• Property Tax
• Service charge taxes
• Social Security Tax
• Vehicle License Registration Tax
• Vehicle Sales Tax
• Workers Compensation Tax

STILL THINK THIS IS FUNNY?
Not one of these taxes existed 100
years ago and our nation was one of
the most prosperous in the world.
• We had absolutely no national
debt
• We had the largest middle class
in the world. Mum stayed home to
raise the kids; Dad was allowed to
discipline kids
• A criminals life was uncomfortable.

What happened?
Can you spell ‘Political Correctness’
or ‘politicians?’
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The August Riots: déjà vu or something new?By Ann Farmer
The cause and the cure
for contemporary societies’
shortcomings.

M

“

deficit in anti-democratic states worldwide. Marxists are constantly on the
look-out for signs of revolution, frequently mistaking criminals for protorevolutionaries. The August riots were
the work of organised criminal gangs,
but although they were not ‘bread
riots’ participants did show signs of
spiritual hunger. To Christians, the
poor are not a ‘victim class’, a ‘cause’
or a nuisance to be tidied away; like
the rich they are spiritual beings in
need of moral education. The morally
literate do not ‘help themselves’ in
unexpected circumstances, because
they think no one can see and it

To Christians, the poor are not a
‘victim class’, a ‘cause’ or a nuisance to be
tidied away; like the rich they are spiritual
beings in need of moral education.
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doesn’t matter; respect for God leads
to respect for self and for others; a
religious upbringing prepares us for
the unexpected.
But even if the riots were the work
of criminal gangs Christians should be
interested in poverty and its causes.
If we do not address the problems
of poor areas, they may follow the
experience of the American inner city,
deserted by all except transient family groupings, criminals and the elderly
poor. Poorly educated young people
are alienated from the rest of society. And their sense of entitlement
could almost mirror our economic
approach since the Second World
War: the economist J. M. Keynes
thought governments should borrow
their way out of financial trouble to
avoid periods of mass unemployment
characteristic of capitalism. Indeed,

”

of the riots was symptomatic of a
morally and culturally impoverished
generation: the progressive mindset,
influenced by cultural Marxism, has
decreed that a sexist, colonialist,
class-based nation has no right to
inflict its values on anyone, especially
minorities. Teaching children about
their cultural heritage, or indeed
anything beyond their direct experience, is considered an affront to their
human dignity and is guaranteed
to lower their self-esteem; indeed,
teaching itself is tantamount to cultural fascism. Unsurprisingly, the rioters had no qualms about trashing a
culture they have not been taught to
value. And with moral authority withdrawn from parent, neighbour, police
officer and teacher, the vacuum has
been filled by immoral authority; the
brute force of the gang. I suspect
the Government will now regret its
Big Idea, announced just before the
riots, that parents should raise their
child’s self-esteem five times a day;
if the rioters had had their selfesteem raised
any higher
they might
have torched
the Houses of
Parliament.
And if society
is morally rotten
at the bottom,
neither is the top
immune: moral rot
is a tendency of all
humans, whatever
their class, income,
colour or creed. But
in the
1960s it was encouraged by some at
the top, when obscenity and divorce
laws were liberalized, the death
penalty for criminals abolished and
abortion legalized, by Labour Home
Secretary Roy Jenkins, an elitist who
believed these laws would never be
reformed if ‘left to the populace’.
Arguably, the family has been badly
damaged, especially at the bottom,
to enable those at the top to shed
unwanted personal commitments.
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Since then, governments of Left and
Right, while sometimes making sympathetic noises, have increasingly
taxed the traditional family in order
to subsidise the growing number of
non-traditional ‘family units’. Far from
creating an egalitarian society, they
have created a client state. Parents
have found themselves better off on
benefits, ‘locked in’ to the Welfare
State; unlike Hilaire Belloc’s ‘Servile
State’, under which people were
forced to work in exchange for social
security, they receive social security
in exchange for not working.
The Welfare State has ballooned
because politicians have bribed voters with welfare pledges that devour
ever greater amounts of tax-payers’
money. At least in the past, politicians used their own money to
bribe voters. But no welfare system
based solely on material considerations will succeed in creating true
social security; man cannot live by
bread alone.
The Bishop of
Manchester
noted that
the collapse
in moral val-

ues could be addressed by the Ten
Commandments: “No other moral
code has had such widespread influence”, but that calls for them to be
taught in schools where “unlikely
to be heeded”. Our education system is the fruit of Christianity, but
the Ten Commandments have been
discarded as outdated by progressives who substituted hundreds of
commandments on ‘issues’ ranging
from smoking, eating and drinking
to motoring, thus elevating them
morally above issues that used to be
seen as more important and were
covered by a mere ten. Worse, the
rights of law-breakers have been
elevated above those of the lawabiding; Kenneth Clarke, Secretary
of State for Justice, emphasized
this approach just before the riots,
although since then he has been
silent about it. Law-breakers have
been given non-custodial or light
prison sentences, while in some
areas the law-abiding are imprisoned in their own homes through
fear of law-breakers. The same progressive mindset deplores the death
sentence for convicted killers while
condoning the abortion of the inno-
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any who asked what
made the rioters riot
were really asking
‘What would make
me do it?’ Thus their answer
was ‘deprived backgrounds’; but
as the rioters gleefully deprived
others of belongings, homes and
businesses, leaving inner-city
areas as burned-out ruins, this
view sounded increasingly ironic.
Instead of despair, rioters exhibited savage joy in their utter disregard for law.
Some simply succumbed to the
prevailing lawlessness, their involvement irresistibly
suggesting
the
advertising slogans:
‘Because you’re
worth it’ - ‘Why
not?’ Encouraged
by capitalism, they
were also emboldened by the dominant moral voice in English culture
– the ‘soft Marxism’ that claims poverty is the result of poor people being
deprived of material goods. Marxist
influence can be seen in the relentless criticism of Western democracy
and its institutions and culture; vocal
about the State’s responsibility to
the citizen, it is silent on the citizen’s
responsibility to the State – or even
to fellow citizens. The Church, as
we know too well, is not without sin;
indeed, it is composed of sinners,
but as G. K. Chesterton remarked,
religion has not been tried and found
wanting, it has been found difficult
and not tried. In contrast Marxism,
a failed religion, has been tried and
found wanting; undaunted, its adherents criticize the flaws in democracy
instead of arguing for Collectivism,
while ignoring the great gaping moral

Gordon Brown claimed to have abolished ‘boom and bust’. Dismissing
long-term fears, Keynes remarked, ‘In
the long run we are all dead’. In fact,
the ones who borrow the money may
be dead, but the rest are borrowing
even more to pay off their inherited
debt; rather than collective economic
security it ensured collective economic slavery. Keynes assumed the debt
would be paid off by future generations, but birth rates have dipped and
insufficient taxes have been generated to support the numbers of people
living longer. The 2008 crisis revealed
Keynesianism’s flaws, but politicians
shored up the system with even more
taxpayers’ money; as speculative
financiers expose the weaknesses
of currencies, especially the pretence
of European monetary union, pensions and savings will be sacrificed
to prop up banks that are ‘too big
to fail’. ‘Quantitative
easing’; printing
more money, leads
to inflation but also
stagnation, ‘stagflation’, as happened
in
Germany’s
Weimar era. Even
higher taxes will
lead to fewer births, leaving even
fewer taxpayers to repay the spiralling
debt. Smashing the future and grabbing its inheritance is not that different
from the rioters’ approach. But rioting
will not help employment prospects
in the post-industrial era. The rioters
were alienated from the education
system not because they are stupid;
the riots showed them to be conversant with the latest technology, but
because practical training has been
stigmatized as inferior. Strong families would have supplied the impetus
to improve, making them less likely
to revolt, to depend on the State, or
to follow the siren call of the ego; but
‘progressives’ are strongly antagonistic to the family as an idea and as
an actuality, seeing it as an oppressive institution. Far from ‘mindless
violence’, the calculated thuggery

s

Unsurprisingly, the rioters had no
qualms about trashing a culture they
have not been taught to value

cent; having appeared sanguine
about the criminal’s de facto ‘right to
kill’, it now appears sanguine about
the ‘right to die’ for the most vulnerable in society, the sick and disabled.
Thus have ‘progressive’ attempts to
discard the Ten Commandments,
which offered protection for the wellbehaved and the weak, led us back to
a far un-kinder age, to Chesterton’s
‘survival of the fiercest’.
Authentic improvements to innercity areas will be costly, thus we
may quietly go back to the policy
embraced by governments of Left
and Right since the 1960s as a cheap
alternative to social improvements;
population control, thinly disguised
as ‘family planning’ and promoted
through anti-life sex education for
children. The fear of the populace
has been a consistent thread running
through British politics since the Age
of Enlightenment; since democracy
gave the populace the hope of controlling governments; governments have
tried to control the populace through
more covert means. No doubt the
riots will lead to a renewed interest in

preventing human
problems by preventing
‘problem humans’. In
a Welfare State
this
‘technical’
approach appeals
to pragmatists preoccupied with saving
money, while to the Left
it means liberating poor
people from the oppression
of the family. Either way it has
exacerbated the social problems
it claimed to address. But it fits nicely
with the Darwinist belief that lower life
forms - the poor and non-white - lack
self-control. And that fits the authoritarian approach that says those who
cannot control themselves must be
controlled.
My own researches into the eugenics and population control movements have suggested that governments have seized on apparently discrete policies as a short cut to social
improvement, a chance to appear
progressive, or to save money, without realizing the hidden agenda of
its proponents; that their apparently
pragmatic responses to social problems actually represented a coherent
strategy in the service of a deadly philosophy. But if Western democracies
have been disingenuous about such
policies out of fear of the electorate,
Marxist states have had no such
fears, openly committing genocide
against their own peoples, as in the
Soviet Union and Cambodia; China’s
One-Child Family policy of forced sterilization and abortion is still operative.
The answer is not to junk democracy
because it is flawed, in favour of a
system that is openly oppressive.

Young people need the wisdom of age,
and the elderly need the enthusiasm and
fearlessness of youth; however, young people
need to be guided, and guiding is hard work.
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But we should junk the idea that
the August rioters were proto-revolutionaries; they are criminals and
should be dealt with under the law,
to protect their communities, wider
society and their own futures by nipping their criminal careers in the bud.
We should also familiarise ourselves
with the pseudo-religions that have
influenced our society; unbridled consumerism, Marxism and Darwinism
with such disastrous results. We
should do justice for justice’ sake
and we should not support unjust
policies that further damage the
social fabric of poor communities.
We should revive Christianity as our
national religion; it built our civilization and is the best way to mend it.
Archbishop Fulton Sheen believed
idealistic young people, deprived of
the example of religion faithfully practised, were drawn to extremist politics
of Left or Right. Young people need
the wisdom of age, and the elderly
need the enthusiasm and fearlessness of youth; however, young people
need to be guided, and guiding is
hard work. Far from venerating youth,
our materialistic culture has become
one in which older generations try
to remain young; we have denied
the right to life of millions of unborn
babies; can we therefore be surprised
that some of those who were allowed
to be born seize the spirit of the age
with unashamed brutality? The politicians and political movements that
have contributed to this cultural theft
are constantly looking for a Big Idea
to fill the resulting vacuum; but what
bigger idea can there be than an eternal God who broke into the material
world, not to force us to believe, but
to place Himself literally in our hands
- because He thought we were worth
it? Most importantly it would restore
the idea of the Father to generations
of spiritually orphaned children. This
year’s World Youth Day was proof
that the idea still resonates, and that
hope is not dead.

by Lesley Beerli
Apparently the White House referred to Christmas Trees as
Holiday Trees for the first time this year which prompted the
Jewish CBS presenter, Ben Stein, to present this piece in CBS
Sunday Morning Commentary. This abbreviated reproduction
illustrates, perhaps, what is happening in many other countries
apart from the US.
‘My confession:
I am a Jew, and every single one
of my ancestors was Jewish. And it
does not bother me even a little bit
when people call those beautiful lit
up, bejeweled trees, Christmas trees.
I don’t feel threatened. I don’t feel discriminated against. That’s what they
are, Christmas trees.
It doesn’t bother me a bit when
people say, ‘Merry Christmas’ to me.
I don’t think they are slighting me or
getting ready to put me in a ghetto. In
fact, I kind of like it. It shows that we
are all brothers and sisters celebrating this happy time of year. It doesn’t
bother me at all that there is a manger scene on display at a key intersection near my beach house in Malibu.
If people want a crèche, it’s just as

God’s
Wife
An Eye Witness Account from
New York City, on a cold day in
December… Hopefully, this is the
kind of thing that happens frequently, everywhere….. A little boy about
10 years old was standing before
a shoe store on Broadway, barefooted, peering through the window, and shivering with cold. A lady
approached the boy and said, “My
little fellow, why are you looking so
earnestly in that window?”
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fine with me as is the
Menorah a few hundred
yards away.
I don’t like getting
pushed around for
being a Jew, and I
don’t think Christians
like getting pushed
around for being Christians. I think
people who believe in God are sick
and tired of getting pushed around,
period. I have no idea where the concept came from, that America is an
explicitly atheist country. I can’t find
it in the Constitution and I don’t like it
being shoved down my throat.
Or maybe I can put it another
way: where did the idea come from
that we should worship celebrities
and we aren’t allowed to worship
“I was asking God to give me a pair
of shoes,” was the boy’s reply. The
lady took him by the hand and went
into the store, and asked the clerk to
get half a dozen pairs of socks for the
boy. She then asked if he could give
her a basin of water
and a towel.
He quickly brought
them to her. She
took the little
fellow to the
back part of
the store

God? I guess that’s a sign that I’m
getting old, too. But there are a lot
of us who are wondering where
these celebrities came from and
where the America we knew went to.’
and, removing her gloves, knelt
down, washed his little feet and
dried them with a towel.
By this time the clerk had returned
with the socks. Placing a pair upon
the boy’s feet, she purchased him
a pair of shoes, and tying up the
remaining pairs of socks, gave them
to him. She patted him on the
head and said, “No doubt, my little
fellow, you feel more comfortable
now?”
As she turned to go, the astonished lad caught her by the hand,
and looking up in her face, with
tears in his eyes, answered the
question
with these words…
“Are you God’s Wife?”
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Words,Words,Words

Between the devil and the
deep blue sea by Coleen Carlile
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Sorry to mention the
devil at such a festive
season as Christmas
but I’m in a bit of a
hole and I have a
hunch I may have
trouble keeping the
in-laws at bay when they all descend
on me on Christmas Day. Does that
ring a bell with you? With all the
feuds I’ve been hearing about on the
grapevine I don’t want to put my foot
in it. If I try to break the ice and talk
gibberish in a vain effort to pour oil on
troubled waters, I may well end up as
a scapegoat.
With reference to the title, there is
no evil influence at work here. It is
in fact a nautical term.
The ‘devil’ was a seam
or plank on a wooden
sailing ship close to
the water level and the
unlucky sailor whose job
it was to caulk it would
be perched precariously
between the ‘devil’ and
the deep blue sea below.
To be ‘in a hole’ is an
American phrase from
the 19th century, usually referring to financial
problems. In gambling
dens, the owners had
a right to a percentage
of the stake money and
this was deposited by
the gamblers in a slot or hole in the
centre of the poker table. When the
gambler had put more money down
the hole than he had on the table,
he was in trouble. Keeping with the
theme of betting, ‘to have a hunch’
was an American term dating from
the early 20th century. It was thought
that touching a hunchback’s hump
would bring good luck to the gambler. Hundreds of years before this,
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there was a belief that hunchbacks
were inspired by the devil (not the one
above!) to see into the future.
Hearing something through the
grapevine can often turn out to be a
false rumour. This refers to the early
telegraph system invented by Samuel
Morse in 1844. The Americans were so
excited by this new means of communication, telegraph lines were erected
too soon and too quickly. Often, trees
were used as poles but their movement stretched the wires until they
landed in tangles on the ground. They
were known as ‘grapevines’ because
they looked like the wild vines found
in California. During the American Civil
War, telegraphs were used to convey

false information about the result of
battles so reports heard via the ‘grapevine telegraph’ were suspect.
‘Putting one’s foot in it’ is often
explained as the act of treading on
something nasty, such as dogs’ mess.
However, a more interesting suggestion is that it comes from a much
earlier phrase. “The bishop hath set
his foot in it,” was often heard said
when something had boiled over on

the fire. Bishops were not popular in
the Middle Ages! Around the same
time, the phrase ‘to break the ice’ was
commonly used in England and other
European countries. It was common
for rivers to freeze over in the winter
and although it was great fun for iceskaters, there were many workers
whose livelihood depended on boating. Thus it was necessary to break up
the ice in order to start work. Over the
years, the phrase became to incorporate the idea of breaking down barriers in building a relationship.
‘Talking gibberish’, an art I have
perfected, has had several theories
put forward to explain its origin, but
the one I like the most is that it comes
from Geber, the name of an 11th century Arabian alchemist. In order that
his notes could not be interpreted by
anyone else, he invented a strange
terminology of his own, thus avoiding
any accusation of heresy and certain
death. ‘Pouring oil on troubled waters’
is an even older phrase and said to owe
its origin to the Venerable Bede who
recounts a miracle in his Ecclesiastical
History (completed in
731). A priest was entrusted to escort King Oswy’s
bride across the sea. His
bishop, foreseeing there
would be a storm, gave
him a phial of oil and told
him to pour it over the
water if a storm arose. The
priest did as he was bidden and the storm immediately abated, thus saving the life of the queen.
‘Scapegoat’
dates
back to an ancient
Hebrew ritual where two
goats were taken to the
altar of the tabernacle.
The high priest drew lots
for the Lord and for Azazel (a desert
demon). The Lord’s goat would be
sacrificed and the high priest then
transferred all the people’s sins on to
the second goat which was sent into
the desert, taking with it all the evil.
The thought of wandering into the
desert to escape the wrath of my inlaws is making the idea of a scapegoat
increasingly attractive!
Happy Christmas, one and all!
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